
3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM 

Avnlicabilitv 

Applies to the operating status of the Steam and Power Conversion System.  

Oblective 

To assure minimum conditions of steam-relieving cavacity and auxiliary 

feedwater supoly necessary to assure the canability of removing decav heat 

from the reactor, and to limit the concentrations of water activity that 

might be released by steam relief to the atmosphere.  

Specification 

a. The reactor shall not be heated above 350 0 unless the following 

conditions are satisfied.  

1. Five main steam safety valves per operable steam generator are 

available except during testing. 165 

2. Three auxiliary feedwater pumps are operable.  

3. System piping and valves directly associated with the above components 

are operable.  

4. A minimum of 30,000 gallons of water is available in the condensate 

storage tanks and the Service Water System is capable of delivering 
an unlimited supply from Lake Michigan.  

5. The iodine-131 activity on the secondary side of the steam generators 

does not exceed 1.0 pCi/cc.  

b. If, when the reactor is above 350 0F, any of the conditions of Specifica

tion 3.4.a cannot be met within 48 hours, and except for the conditions 

of 3.4 .c, the reactor shall be shutdown and cooled below 350 0F using 

normal operating procedures.  
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Basis 

A reactor shutdown from power requires removal of core decay heat. Decay 
heat removal requirements-are normally satisfied by the steam bypass to the 
condenser and by continued feedwater flow to the steam generators. Normal 
feedwater flow to the steam generators is provided by operation of the turbine
cycle feedwater system.  

The ten main steam safety valves (five per steam generator) have a total com
bined rated capability of 7,765,000 lbs/hr. The maximum full-power steam flow 
is 7,449,000 lbs/hr; therefore, the main steam safety valves will be able to 
relieve the total maximum steam flow if necessary. Below 10% power, only one 
steam generator is required to be operable. The requirement that five main 
steam safety valves per operable steam generator are available will assure 
sufficient steam relief capability during this mode of operation.  

Testing of the main steam system while the plant is in hot shutdown 
conditions is permitted provided that at least two main steam safety 65 
valves associated with the steam generator under test are available to 
provide sufficient relief capacity to protect the system during the test.  

In the unlikely event of complete loss of electrical power to the plant.  
continued capability of decay heat removal would be assured by the availTa
bility of either the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pumn or one of the two 
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, and by steam discharge to the atmos
phere through the main steam safety valves. Each motor-driven Dump is normally 
aligned with one steam generator: the discharge of the turbine-driven pump, 
which starts automatically, is manually valved as necessary to backup either 
or both motor-driven pumoe, or to replace the'standby functic- of either 
motor-driven pump when it is out Df service. Any single auxiliary feedwater 
pumD can supnly sufficient feedwater for removal of decay heat from the reactor.  

The specified minimum water sunplv in the condensate storage tanks is sufficient 
for ninety minutes of hot shutdown plus a suitable margin to prevent loss of 
net positive suction head prior to switching suction to the service water system.  

Unlimited replenishment of the condensate storage supply is available from Lake 
ichigan through the Service Water System.  
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The secondary coolant activity is based on a postulated release of the contents 

of one steam generator to the atmosphere. This could hanpen. for examnle, as 

a result of a steam break accident combined with failure of a steam line 

isolation valve. The limiting dose for this case results from iodine-131 

because of its low MPC, and because its long half-life relative to the other 
iodine isotopes results in its greater concentration in the licuid. The 
accident is assumed to occur at zero load when the steam generators contain 
maximum water. With allowance for plate-out retention in water droplets, 
one-tenth of the contained iodine is assumed released from the plant.  
The maximum inhalation dose at the site boundary is then as follows: 

Dose (rem) - * V E(t) X/0 DCF 10 

where: C = secondary coolant activity, 1.0 VCicC 
V - water volume in one steam generator, 

3510 ft3 - 99 m3 

B(t) - breathing rate, 3.47 x 10 m3/see 

X/Q- 2.9 x 10 4 sec/m 3 

DCF = 1.48 x 106 rem/Ci iodine-131 inhaled 

The.resultant dose is less than 1.5 rem.  

References: 

FSAR Section 10 

FSAR Section 14.1 
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